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“There was a magic about the sea.
People were drawn to it. People wanted
to love by it, swim in it, play in it, look

at it."
 

- Cecilia Ahern 
 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor,

This month’s box is dedicated to the beauty and depths of ‘An Fharriage’ which
is Irish for ‘The Sea’. I specifically wanted to share the personal connection I
feel for the East Coast of Ireland, with its peaceful fishing villages, windswept
cliffs, and rugged splendour.  
 

  

As much as I love holidays abroad - splashing by the ocean and feeling the sun on
my skin -when it comes to seaside scenery, nothing beats that glorious stretch of
coast between Northern Ireland and the Celtic Sea.

Of course you could say that I’m biased, having grown up with misty walks along
Howth Head shores, and family trips down to the sunny Copper Coast, and perhaps
you’re right, but the east coast is how I will always define “the seaside”.

I love the rolling hills, rugged beaches and unpredictability of the Irish Sea. One day
you can be greeted by sparkling calm waters, while the next you’ll be soaked in a
torrent of salty sea spray as the waves battle ferociously with the shore. There’s
something extremely liberating about eating an ice-cream cone in a rainproof
jacket, feeling a smattering of rain on your shoulders as you dip your toes into the
water, or even the welcome warmth of sunshine that forces you to shed your layers
on a morning stroll.

 



A Message From Mary

 
The beauty of the East Coast isn’t reliant on the sun’s rays, or the rumbling
clouds, but rather the whimsical moods of the Irish weather reveal new sides
of the landscape – each as magnificent as the last, and each to be cherished
and appreciated in its own right.

Recently the Wild Atlantic Way has been receiving much acclaim for its
beautiful scenery and fascinating history – and with good reason, it’s a
breathtakingly gorgeous part of the world. However, its eastern cousin is not
to be overlooked, with nothing stirring the soul quite like a sunset over the
Irish sea.

I’m not the only one to be inspired by An Fharraige of the east, our wonderful
artists this month have taken her as their muse in the creation of a selection of
truly beautiful products. From the lingering horizons, to the transcendent mists,
and the turbulent depths – our An Fharraige box has magnificently captured the
many magical moods of the east coast, and I’m truly thrilled to be sharing them
with you.

Ó Mary le grá,

   



Recipe of The Month

 

Irish Oysters
 
If you’re looking for a true taste of the sea, then oysters are a clear winner in my
eye. Their fresh aromas, salty tang, and dewy texture are an Irish delicacy, and our
supply is famed all over the world. 
 
The Wild Atlantic Way is renowned for its native oysters, and quite rightly so – if
you ever get a chance to check out the Galway International Oyster Festival one
September then I highly recommend it. However, the waters of the Ancient East
brings their own magic to these mouth-watering molluscs; with speedy tides of
the Irish Sea mingling with the flowing fresh waters of the mountains to produce a
richly distinctive flavour that is sweet, meaty, and ever so slightly nutty. 

In fact, Michelin Star Chef Richard Corrigan hails the oysters from County Down’s
Strangford Lough as the very best in the world, and as the owner of the acclaimed
Bentley's Oyster Bar and Grill in London – I’m certainly not going to challenge his
opinion.

If you haven’t tried them before (and even if you have) Oysters can be a little bit
intimidating, partly because of their slippery texture and partly because of their
high-class association. Although I can tell you that in Ireland you’re just as likely to
find outstanding oysters in a local coastal bar as you are in a ritzy hotel bar in the
city – and the succulent seafood slips down just as well with a pint of Guinness as
it does with a glass of champagne. 

To try get you all onboard with the seafaring snack, I’ve included two recipes
below – both from Andy Rhea, the award-winning head chef of the Mourne
Seafood group. For the purists there’s the classic raw oysters served with a tart
apple vinaigrette, and for those dipping their toes into Oyster waters for this first
time, you can heat them up Rockefeller style. 
 
If you’re nervous about shucking your own Oysters you can always ask your
fishmonger to do it for you, but with a decent knife and a bit of practice it's
actually not too tricky a task.

 



Oysters with Apple Mignonette
Serves 4
Ingredients
8 oysters, shucked
1/2 Granny Smith apple, peeled and
 cut into very thin match sticks
1 small shallot, finely diced
1/4 cup champagne vinegar
Pinch of sugar

Recipe of The Month

Oysters Rockefeller
Serves 4
Ingredients
8 oysters, shucked
1 tbsp olive oil
1 clove garlic, minced
1 shallot, minced
1/2 tbsp Pernod
100g fresh spinach leaves, washed
50g breadcrumbs
1 rasher streaky bacon, finely diced
1 lemon, cut into wedges
knob of butter 
pinch of chilli powder

 

Prepare the oysters by loosening them in the shells then
storing them in the fridge
 To make the filling, gently cook the the shallots and
garlic in the olive oil over a medium heat until very soft.  
 Add the Pernod, spinach, salt and pepper and a pinch of
chilli powder until the spinach is just wilted. Set aside.
 For the crispy topping, melt the butter and cook the
bacon and breadcrumbs until crispy and golden.
 To assemble, pile some spinach filling on the shell. Top
with the raw oyster and sprinkle over the crispy
topping. 
 Place under a hot grill for 3-5 minutes and
 Serve hot with lemon wedges.

Method

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Work quickly with the apple and leave the match
sticks submerged in the vinegar while  you
prepare the shallot
 Present your shucked oysters on a bed of crushed
ice. Gently loosen the oyster from the shell to
make them easier to eat for your guests.
 Add the finely diced shallot just before serving
and spoon over fresh oysters.

Method

1.

2.

3.



Poem of The Month 

Countless poems have been written about the sea, detailing all of its beauty, depths
and perils, but for this month’s poem I have opted to acknowledge the musical
mysticism of the Irish Sea with a song - specifically Moya Brennan’s ‘An Fharraige’. 
 
Moya Brennan, or as she was born Máire Ní Bhraonáin, was the leading member of
Dongeal family band Clannad – the one and the same that provided the remarkable
first stepping-stone of Enya’s career. 
 
As well as her vastly celebrated discography with Clannad, Moya holds her own
separate musical identity within her solo career, with her stunning vocal range and
fusion of contemporary and traditional styles earning her the title of “The First Lady
of Celtic Music.” Her Irish lyrics express a deep connection to her heritage and
culture, helping to transport her audience through the rich culture of the Emerald
Isle. 
 
‘An Fharraige’ was included on her second solo album, ‘Misty Eyed Adventures’, and
for me it’s a stunning vocalisation of those fresh coastal walks where the waters and
their surroundings come to life, and it truly hits you how just vast and beautiful the
world we live in is. 
 
I’ve included the English translation as well as the original Irish lyrics for you to
mull over, and if you have the chance I would really recommend listening to the song
itself. In Bono’s words, you would be treating yourself to “one of the greatest voices
the human ear has ever experienced.”

 



Poem of The Month 

The Sea

Listen to sweet music of the sea
As you walk alone on an empty shore

Listen to sweet music of the sea
As you walk alone on an empty shore
The place you felt tranquility
The place you felt calmness

Chorus:
Listening to the tide, out and in
The noise of the wind, living hope
Let your eyes extend to the horizon
Look now, there is solace in my heart

Look out on the sea
Without exchange of advice on the white beach
The place you see the blue-green of the water
The place you see the waves dance before you

(Chorus)

Listen to the sweet music of the sea
Hasten yourself in the morning
The place you feel the power of the sunset
The place you feel the magic of the end of the day

(Chorus)

Listen to the sweet music of the sea
 

 

An Fharraige 

Éist le ceol binn na farraige
Siúl thart fán chladaigh

Éist le ceol binn na farraige
Siúl thart fán chladaigh
An áit a mothaíonn túsa suaimhneas
An áit a mothaionn túsa ciúnas

 
Curfá:
Ag éisteacht leis an taoide, amach is isteach
Fuaim na gaoithe dóchas beo
Lig do shúile síneadh go bun an aeir
Féach anois tá sólás ag mo chroí

Amharc amach ar an fharraige
Gan comhrá na comhairle ar an trá bhán
An áit a chím gorm glas an uisce
An áit a chímse tonnaí ag damhsa romham

(Curfá)

 
Éist le ceol binn na farraige
Luath leat fhéin ar maidin
An áit a mbíonn cumhacht luí na gréine
An áit a mbíonn draíocht dheireadh an lae

 
(Curfá)

Éist le ceol binn na farraige

Moya Brennan 
(1952 -    ) 



Seanfhocail

I’ve got a collection of Seanfhocail for you this month as vast and varied as the shells
to be found upon the rugged beaches of Waterford. They all have their roots in the
sea, but some of the meanings may have been washed away through time – so I’ve
slotted in a couple of modern day translations! 
 
Tá iasc san fharraige chomh maith is gabhadh riamh.
There’s fish in the sea better than ever was caught 
Taw eesc san ar-ih-ga co my iss gow-ah reev 
 

Bíonn dúil le béal farraige ach cha bhíonn dúil le béal uaighe.
There is hope from the mouth of the sea but not from the mouth of the grave 
Been dool leh bayl fahr-ih-ga ock cha veen dool leh bayl oo-gah
 
 
Tá mise ceart, bíodh an fheamainn ag an bhfear eile.
I’m okay, let the guy have the seaweed/ I don’t mind, may the devil take him. 
Taw mih-sha kyart, bee awn em-in egg awn vahr ell-ah 

 
Bainfidh an fharraige a cuid féin amach; beidh a cuid féin ag an bhfarraige. 
 The sea will have its own, its share of tragedies.
Bawn-fee awn ahr-ih-ga a quid fayn ah-mok bay ah quid fayn egg awn vahr-ah-ga
 

Is fánach an áit a bhfaighfeá gliomach. 
It’s an odd place to find a lobster/ Fancy meeting you here
Iss fawn-nuck awn awtch ah vy-fee glum-uck

Minic do cailleadh long lámh le cuan
Many a ship is lost close to the Harbour
Mih-nick duh ky-lah lung law-v leh coon



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Irish is taught to all schoolchildren across
Ireland, from junior infants all the way up
to 6th year - that's 14 years!  So you would
think that most Irish people would be
fluent speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my
school years in Gaelscoileanna (school
taught exclusively through Irish). Now,
after spending all these years only speaking
Irish in school, I have a deep appreciation
and love for the language that I'm unsure I
would've had otherwise. I am grateful to
have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my
knowledge with all of you! 

The Irish have a special connection with the water, after all, they're
surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean on one side and the Irish Sea on another.  
 After spending centuries travelling, fishing on, and admiring these waters, the
Irish have created hundreds upon hundreds of  unique phrases that truly
capture the beauty and complexity of the sea. Today, Gaeilge and the water
are still intertwined. The Irish language is at its strongest in coastal areas. In
fact, most Gaeltacht areas are nestled in small seaside villages.   
 

This month's challenge; Try your hand at this Irish tongue twister.  
Warning: It's difficult!

 
Fear feargach ag faire na farraige fuaire

An angry man watching the cold sea
Fahr fahr-guck egg fahr-ah nah fahr-ih-gah foor-ah

  

A Little About Me



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

This April, dive right on in with these nautical themed Irish phrases. 

Táim ag dul ag snámh 
I'm going for a swim
Tawm egg dull egg snaw-v

An bhfuil tú ag iarraidh dul ar siúlóid ar an trá?
Do you want to go for a walk on the beach?
Awn will too egg eer-ee dull air shoo-load air awn traw

An bhfaca tú na héasc?
Have you seen the fish?
Awn vock-ah too nah haysk

Bhain portán liomóg asam!
A crab bit me!
Von poor-tawn lum-owg aws-um

An bhfuil an taoide istigh nó amuigh?
Is the tide in or out?
Awn will awn ty-dah ish-tee no ah-mwee

Féach amach le haghaidh na smugairle róin!
Watch out for the jellyfish!
Fayk ah-mock leh hi nah smug-er-la rown

Ghearrfadh an ghaoth tú i leath 
The wind would cut you in two
Gyar-fah awn gwee too ih lah

Ba chóir dúin caisleáin gaineamh a tógadh
We should build a sandcastle
Bah hore doon cash-lawn gon-nyuv ah tow-gah



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make your
own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Ar mhaith leat = Would you like ( Air wah lat ) 
Chonaic mé = I saw a ( Hun-ick may )
D'imigh mé chuig an = I went to the ( Dim-ig may hwig awn ) 

Farraige = Sea ( Fahr-ih-ga )
Aigéan = Ocean ( Ag-ayn )
Tonnta = Waves ( Tun-ta )
Trá = Beach ( Traw )
Gaineamh = Sand ( Gone-nuv )
Rón = Seal ( Rown )
Iasc = Fish ( Eesc )
Snámh = Swim ( Snaw-v )
Sliogán = Seashell ( Sluh-gawn ) 
Portán = Crab ( Poor-tawn )
Smugairle róin = Jellyfish ( Smug-er-la rown )
Uachtar reoite = Ice cream ( Ook-ter roh-t-cha ) 
Iasc agus sceallóga = Fish and chips ( Eesc aw-gis sh-kall-oh-gah )
Dul ag surfáil = To go surfing ( Dull egg sur-fawl )
Long = Ship ( Lung ) 
Bád = Boat ( Bawd ) 



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Some beautiful old Irish word & Phrases

Uaigneas an chladaigh ( Oo-wigness un khlodee ) 
The sense of lonliness on the shore, a haunting presence of people who who
lived & died long ago.

Buacán ( Boo-kin )
A wave that hits a cliff & comes back out again in a kind of swell.

Caibleadh ( Kab-loo ) 
Spirit voices heard in the distance at sea on calm nights.

Tuaimneacha ( Toom-nick-ah )
Loud noise made by the sea when powerful, fast moving waves are banging
nonstop against the rocks.

Stranach ( Stran-uck )
The whistling or murmuring of the sea in a cave when the water rushes in and
gets pulled out.

Tine Shionnaigh ( Tin-uh shun-ig ) 
Phospheresence on the ocean on dark, damp nights. From a type of slime on
seaweed & fish.

Ceist an taibhse ( Kesht awn tyv-sha )
A trick question to ask otherworldly beings encountered at sea or remote
areas on land.

Márthain Phádraig ( Moor-hin faw-drig )
An ancient fisherman's prayer in a barely discernable form of Irish. Each
person would have their own version taught to them by an elder. 



Seanscéal:  An Old Story

Now we can hardly speak of An Fharriage, without telling the story of the Celtic deity
who presides over its waves and waters. Manannán Mac Lir is said to be the ancient
Irish god of the sea as well as the guardian of the ‘Otherworld’ and his name and
influence is peppered throughout all four cycles of Irish mythology. 
 
The name ‘Mac Lir’ literally tells us that he is the son of Lir - the original divine lord of
the sea, but whether or not this is one and the same entity as the King featured in the
legend of the “Children of Lir”, is heavily disputed. What we do know is that
Mannanán Mac Lir assumed his father’s marine mantle, and is thought to wield his
power over the waves of Ireland even to this day. 
 
His first name is actually derived from the Isle of Man (as opposed to the other way
around), an island that lies between the east coast of Ireland and the British Isles. He
was said to be the island’s protector, shrouding it in his invisibility cloak to defend the
land from potential invaders, and throwing up tempestuous storms if an enemy
strayed too closely. The land was considered his throne, from which he could survey
the depths of his watery kingdom from all angles. A site known as ‘Manannán’s Chair’
can still be visited on the island today, and it’s thought to be the point where he kept
watch and held court as the Isle of Man’s first ruler. 
 
Despite Manannán’s best efforts of concealment, on a clear day his beloved island is
visible from a number of viewpoints up and down the northern east coast, perhaps
most strikingly from the Mountains of Mourne. 

Manannán Mac Lir

However, that doesn’t mean
that you can pull the wool
over the mighty eyes of
Manannán Mac Lir, for if you
can see him he can certainly
see you, and it must be said
those very same northern
mountains look particularly
striking from his viewpoint.

Picture Credit - Andy Stephenson



Seanscéal:  An Old Story

While the Sea God may have favoured the Isle of Man as his earthly residence, that's
not to say that he didn’t meddle in the ancient affairs of the Irish – far from it! Even
today you will hear fishermen of the Emerald Isle tutting at his tempers on a
particularly wild day, or blessing his good graces in fair conditions. His powers were
famed across both land and sea, and he used them to great effect. 
 
His cloak of invisibility wasn’t the only magical artefact that he had at his disposal, and
his mysterious weapons were almost as revered as the Celtic god himself. Despite his
canny knack for disguise, Manannán Mac Lir can often be seen riding a sea-bourne
chariot across the waters of Emerald Isle. This watery procession was drawn by an
enchanted horse known as Aonbharr of the Flowing Mane, whose hooves crashed
through waves and fields with equal ease. He navigated on both land and water with
the swiftness of the wind, and so fast were his journeys that all that could be seen of
him and his master was the dashing sea foam at the tips of the waves created by his
voyage. 
 
As if a seafaring steed wasn’t enough for the great Manannán Mac Lir, he also
possessed the legendary Sguaba Tuinne, or ‘wave sweeper’. This stately ship was used
to passage souls from this world unto the next, making the Celtic Sea God a sort of
amalgamation between the Greek gods of Poseidon and Hades. However, this ship
wasn’t merely a ferry for deceased mortals, it required no oars, or sails or wheel –
rather responding to the very thoughts of its captain as it navigated its own way
through the waves. It is said that the boat stretched to accommodate however many
passengers that were required and was impervious to attack from opposing crafts.

Even his sword was forged by the hands of the Gods. It could slice through any
material at its wielders request, and would inflict a piercing wound in battle from
which no enemy could recover. The magical blade was known as Fragarach, or "the
answerer", because no man, king or faerie could tell a lie once this terrible, yet awe-
inspiring weapon was held to their throat.

Manannán Mac Lir’s influence on Irish mythology was often experienced through the
objects described above, which he was known to lend to his descendants to help with
their various pursuits. His own personification was often confined to the dispositions
of his watery domain, choosing rather to guide the maps of Irish mythologies from
afar. That’s not to say he didn’t sometimes walk amongst our Irish ancestors himself,
but his talents for trickery, disguise and deception always concealed his true identity
from those with the (mis)fortune to mingle with him.



Seanscéal:  An Old Story

He is sometimes associated with the Faerie race of Tuatha Dé Danann, but his status as
a god rather than a faerie entitled him to the position of an ‘overking’ of the Aos Sí, in
that he would oversee the decisions of their rulers, but would not necessarily involve
himself with the day to day politics.

There are several places in Ireland that still bear his legend today, such as his sculpture
in Binevenagh Mountain in County Derry, which was stolen in 2015 only
to be recovered and restored to its former glory less than a year later. Carrickmannan
(Manannán’s Rock) in County Down is said to be named in honour of the sea god, while
some say that the mysterious face carved on to Pan’s Rock near Ballycastle has in fact
been whittled away by the waves to depict Manannán Mac Lir himself.

You won’t find the Lord of the Sea at the very centre of many stories in Irish
mythology, but rather perceive him working his magic at the peripheral of the
narrative – making him a rather perfect depiction of the sea itself. We may take it for
granted as it laps around the sides of our vision, but when we look at it directly we
realised how vast and powerful it really is; how small it makes us feel, but how beautiful
it is to behold.

When we stand on the east coast,
looking out towards the Isle of
Man on a misty day – we can see
how his cloak protects his chosen
island, catch a wisp of his horse-
backed adventures across the
waves as he leaves a trail of sea
foam in his wake, and witness his
caring nature as he gently bobs
boats back to shore.

He is a god to be feared,
respected and grateful for – much
like 'An Fharraige' of which he is
master.

John Sutton's Manannán Mac Lir Sculpture
Picture Credit -Kenneth Allen  



What's Inside This Month's Box? 

For our April , Aibreán, box we were inspired by the glorious sea of Ireland's
stunning East Coast, stretching from the very tip of Northern Ireland down to the
sunny Copper Coast.  May this lovely sea inspired curation give you a glimpse of
some of Ireland's most beautiful places & the treasures that can be found within.
 
A Whimsical Fish  This charming sea grass fish will swim right into your heart
with his sweet shape & colours that reflect the beautiful waters of the Celtic Sea.
From the ancient city of Waterford,The Irish Handmade Glass Company handcraft
each gorgeous fish, infusing with stunning colour, resulting in a truly unique work
of art. Such beauty is no surprise when you have the stunning Copper Coast as an
inspiration. He is sure to bring a smile! We've named our little guy Pincín - what
will you name yours?

Sea Life Cards  Explore the depths of Irish waters through this beautiful set of
handmade cards from Sonia Caldwell of Kilcoe Studios. This wonderful Cork based
artist brings us a watercolour study of Irish marine life. These are, of course,
beautiful to send & share with loved ones: however, they make a gorgeous series of
framed mini prints for a sunny room.
 
The Scent of the Sea  A gentle breeze sails in from the sea, misty salted air that fills
the senses. From beautiful County Down, Alix & her team at Field Day Ireland
create fragrances inspired by nature. This little freshener is Alix's take on the lovely
Down coastline with its lovely scents of lemon, bergamot, & green tea. Perfect for
your car or cupboard. 
 
Irish Seaweed Handcream  This divinely nourishing hand cream is so incredibly
luxuriant that it must have been sent from above, or at the very least, from the
healing waters that surrounds this beautiful island. Cleverly combining freshly
harvested seaweed with vitamin e & neroli, the good people at Green Angel have
created a hero product for the ages. 

A Salty Treat  Well not that salty! A sweet chocolate caramel with a hint of coconut
& a yummy sprinkle of Irish sea salt - the perfect combination for a decadent
seaside treat. All this yumminess comes complements of Cleeve's Irish
Confectionery. 

A total RRP of $78


